Targeted and transient opening of the blood brain barrier in discrete neurocircuits
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Main
Delivery of macromolecular therapeutics to the brain faces numerous obstacles, chief of which is transporting
them across the blood brain barrier (BBB) of the central nervous system (CNS), in part due to the tight
junctions between endothelial cells of the neurovasculature. Despite these difficulties, neuropeptides systems
have been continuously noted as promising therapeutic targets. Neuropeptides are often released and diffuse
slower than neurotransmitters, and their binding at g-protein coupled receptors have long-lasting effects,
making them ideal therapeutic candidates1,2. Yet, the full clinical potential of most neuropeptides remains
unrealized as they do not readily translocate across the BBB. Other peptide systems, such as -opioid receptor
targeting drugs, present the opposite obstacle – they readily diffuse across the BBB, but their ubiquitous
actions throughout the brain and periphery lead to off-target issues. Imaging-guided delivery technologies can
address these limitations by shuttling therapeutic peptides across the BBB and into specific brain regions,
thereby enabling direct access to their therapeutic neuronal target without off-target biodistribution.

Focused ultrasound (fUS) has been proposed as a novel way to increase BBB permeability for a broad range of
therapeutic molecules. This technology utilizes ultrasonic transducer arrays to burst dissolved gas bubbles in
the blood and mechanically open the BBB endothelium. fUS frequencies are chosen to maximize permeability
of specific tissues, while being mindful of constraints of tissue heating, acoustic distortion by skull bones and
power limitations3. The accessibility of fUS to assist with trans-BBB drug delivery has risen as advancements in
wireless power transfer coupled with microscale implants allow for millimeter precision of US targeting4.
Contrast-agent assisted fUS utilizes microbubbles that can be ruptured at low US intensities to significantly
reduce the acoustic pressures required for BBB permeabilization. Nanoemulsion contrast agents go one step
further as, due to their small size, they can diffuse within the tight junctional space to allow more tunable and
precise BBB opening under fUS, thereby improving delivery efficiencies and minimizing brain damage relative
to microbubbles. The potential of these nano-scale platforms to enable US-guided delivery of
biomacromolecules at the periphery has already been demonstrated5,6. In addition to fUS as a delivery trigger,
nanoemulsions can be engineered to respond to thermal, optical and magnetic stimuli as well – highlighting
the versatility of this technology for drug delivery to the CNS and other hard-to-access tissues.
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Pairing nanoscale contrast agents with fUS is poised to open new opportunities in brain-region specific drug
delivery, offering extreme precision and minimally-invasive administration. Combining these technologies
provides an advancement in (1) preferentially localizing compounds to not only the CNS, but specific circuits
and regions within the brain, without off-target effects, and (2) more efficient, controlled and safer BBB
permeabilization. This will allow for delivery of therapeutic compounds (both peptides and others) within
targeted neurocircuits. Leveraging the low-cost, transportable and biocompatible nature of US will additionally
avoid restricting these imaging-guided trans-BBB delivery modalities to the operating room and broaden their
therapeutic impact in various clinical and non-clinical settings.
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Figure 1
Representative model for how focused ultrasound can be combined with nanoemulsions for precision drug
delivery to the brain. Peptides, antibodies, or other molecules of interest can be packaged in droplets which
collapse under ultrasound stimulation. When combined with targeted ultrasound stimulation for site-specific
cavitation of the nanoemulsion and opening of the BBB, this technological advancement has the potential for
therapeutic drug targeting with extreme precision. Inset, (1) ultrasound stimulation of the brain allows for
both cavitation of the emulsion and release of the cargo (2), and (3) permeabilization of the BBB.
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